Content Release
To foster world-wide spiritual growth and enlightenment:
I, Christopher Terai of www.TheInnerBuddha.com do hereby grant to all individuals, companies,
corporations, government institutions, and non-profit organizations without exception, the irrevocable
and unrestricted right to reproduce images with quotations by Chris T as provided at the following
webpages:
www.TheInnerBuddha.com/be-your-greatest-self-quotes/
www.EnlighteningStrikes.ca/social-media/
www.EnlighteningStrikes.ca/remindfulness/
www.facebook.com/TheInnerBuddha/
for republication, reproduction, creative works, advertising, or trade. I also grant permission to use these
textual quotations independent of the art in private and/or public works with attribution to Chris T and
referencing either the Enlightening Strikes book series or the Be Your Greatest Self guidebook as the
source. Provided reproductions contain this attribution*, I forgo my right to compensation for any and all
materials that include these images and quotations.
* Without exception, display attribution to Chris T prominently next to the quote so that the source is
apparent. For canvas prints and other artistic works, secondary referencing of the Be Your Greatest Self
guidebook or Enlightening Strikes book series may be included on the under-frame border of the art, or
on the back or bottom of the art piece. Examples of attribution and secondary referencing are located at
www.EnlighteningStrikes.ca/remindfulness.
To use this license:
Print a copy of the webpage containing the quote and retain this as proof of the source. The website
address and content used must be visible to show that this content release is applicable. Retain this source
documentation along with a copy of this content release document. Digital or hard-copies are both
acceptable.
Verify this content release at www.EnlighteningStrikes.ca/content-release/. This document may be
reproduced without permission.

Visit www.TheInnerBuddha.com for more information about The Inner Buddha and enlightening content we release. Begin your
journey to Be Your Greatest Self by previewing the guidebook at EnlighteningStrikes.ca, purchasing it from participating resellers,
or obtaining it through any of Amazon’s websites.

